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CIRCLE DANCE

This piece is a reflection on lyrics from the English folk song, 'A Rosebud in June'. Flowing arpeggios
and melody conjure up images of round dancing in olden times. A special feature and requirement of the
piece is the use of a SpiderCapo however a possible alternative involving more readily available types of
standard capo is offered in the music preface.

Catalogue# BNP SM 020
Price $28.00

FINCHDEAN - ADVANCED

Inspired by English countryside and a 14th century chapel, this composition for solo guitar has proven to
be Bruce Paine's most popular work. The music is offered here with a bonus score, a simplified
alternative version that uses triplet figures instead of the cross-string tremolo. Still a challenging piece in
its own right but allowing advanced players some respite from possible right hand tension. Note that this
edition of the full Finchdean version includes a few small but effective changes to the original. Requires
a capo on the 3rd fret.

Catalogue# BNP SM 003
Price $25.00

FINCHDEAN - INTERMEDIATE

Based on Finchdean but with roughly half the number of bars and 1419 fewer notes, this is an appealing
piece that retains much of the character of the original. As a point of reference, it is just a bit easier than
Leo Brouwer's Estudio Sencillos number 6. Suggested informal titles for the piece include 'Cinch-dean',
'Chaffinch-dean' (chaffinch is a small finch), 'Finch-vicar' (a vicar is lower in rank than a dean), 'Fincheddean' (stolen from the original!) and Finch(not so)mean (lean and mean?!) Requires a capo on the 3rd
fret.

Catalogue# BNP SM 022
Price $20.00

NEW ZEALAND SUITE FOR GUITAR

This is Bruce Paine's first guitar solo composition which was inspired by images of New Zealand South
Island landscape, including mountain streams, the tranquil Lake Rotoiti and a lakeside bird sanctuary.
The suite is in three sections; 'Mountain Cascade', 'Rotoiti Twilight' and 'The Forest Awakens'. Please
note, the first and last sections require a high degree of technical skill in order to give a convincing
performance. For classical guitar with standard tuning.

Catalogue# BNP SM 022
Price $28.00

SEA SHANTY

This piece for solo guitar can be heard on the Alberton DVD soundtrack. It is a tribute to the founder of
Alberton, Allan Kerr Taylor, and the epic sea voyages of his youth.

Catalogue# BNP SM 006
Price $25.00

SERINGAPATAM

This composition for solo classical guitar, in G tuning, is a musical tribute to Seringapatam, a town in the
Mandya district of the Indian state of Karnataka and place of great religious, cultural and historic
significance.

Catalogue# BNP SM 008
Price $20.00

ALBERTON WALTZ

This piece for solo guitar can be heard on the Alberton DVD soundtrack. It is a tribute to the balls that
took place at Alberton in the late 1800s and was inspired by the beautifully sewn dresses swirling with
the dignity of practised turns, servants working quietly in the background, musicians in their appointed
corner elegantly disguised by well placed decor, and refined social discourse that were all features of
such occasions.

Catalogue# BNP SM 012

ANNIE LAURIE VARIATIONS FOR GUITAR DUET

Catalogue# BNP SM 009

This is a guitar duet setting of the famous and much loved Scottish ballad Annie Laurie. It is based on a
set of piano variations by Irish born composer William Vincent Wallace (1812 - 1865). This guitar duet
arrangement closely follows the format of the original but with new ideas and changes that were
necessary to suit the voice of the guitar. This heart warming piece is featured on Bruce Paine’s DVD on
the Auckland historic house Alberton and forms part of a special tribute to the music loving Kerr Taylor
family.

Price $20.00

Price $30.00 for score
booklet with parts printed
on separate, loose A4
sheets..

All scores are in A4 booklet format, pages stapled with covers of matt-white card. For spiral bound copies please add $10.
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BRUCE PAINE : SHEET MUSIC
Order Form
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

NAME

Please send email to purchase-request2017@brucepaine.co.nz
quote your name, mail address, the amount sent,

ADDRESS

details of sheet music being ordered and preferred
delivery option. On receipt of your emailed order,
instructions for direct debit payment (including
international funds transfer) will be sent, along with
advice regarding postage of multiple items. Payment

PHONE NO

via New Zealand cheque accepted by arrangement.

EMAIL

POST & PACKAGING CHARGES
NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA
DESTINATIONS

CD TITLE

QUANTITY

Circle Dance

@ NZ$28 each

BNP SM 020

TOTAL AMOUNT

Letter Rate : $4.00
Prepaid bubble bag : $6.50
For larger orders or for special delivery
arrangements please email to confirm pricing

Finchdean - advanced

@ NZ$25 each

BNP SM 003

Finchdean - intermediate

@ NZ$20 each

BNP SM 022

OTHER COUNTRIES
Letter Rate : $4.00
For larger orders or for special delivery
arrangements please email to confirm pricing

New Zealand Suite

@ NZ$28 each

BNP SM 022

Sea Shanty

@ NZ$25 each

BNP SM 006

Seringapatam

@ NZ$20 each

BNP SM 008

Alberton Waltz

@ NZ$20 each

BNP SM 012

OTHER TITLES
If you have a question or would like to know
about other compositions by Bruce Paine not
on the list of available works, please send a
message via this address:
purchase-request2017@brucepaine.co.nz

Annie Laurie Variations

@ NZ$30 each

BNP SM 009

Letter Rate

@ NZ$4.00

Prepaid bubble bag

@ NZ$6.50
Total Amount = $
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